Evangelists: Ministers of Blessing

Today, we are united in sacrament as a disciple of Christ is ordained to the office of evangelist. Evangelists are servant ministers of spiritual vigor, having deep faith in God, serving with unreserved consecration and love for people. They are ordained to be ministers of blessing and to be responsive to the reconciling and redeeming influence of the Holy Spirit in the lives of persons and congregations. One sacrament of the church—evangelist blessing—is available from evangelists for persons, families and congregations. Each evangelist provides ministry according to her or his unique gifts and callings such as:

**Spiritual Companion**—sharing the practice of spiritual disciplines and inviting individuals into a deep relationship of mutual spiritual growth.

**Apostolic Witness**—offering personal renewal to make manifest the evangel in the life of the church through relevant gospel proclamation and reviving testimony.

**Teaching Learner**—seeking and sharing insight, knowledge, and wisdom through consistent study and training.

**Pastoral Presence**—being a loving presence through prayerful encouragement and gift discovery.

**Living Sanctuary**—sharing safety, sanctuary, and confidentiality with others as they face life’s challenges and dreams.